
Insurance Certificate

Emmeti Spa - Via Brigata Osoppo, 166 - 33074 Vigonovo frazione di Fontanafredda (PN) - Italia 
Tel. 0434.567911 -  Fax 0434.567901  -  e-mail: info@emmeti.com  -   http:// www.emmeti.com 

Company Emmeti S.p.a., as manufacturer and distributor of the heating floor system (named 
EMMETI Floor System), provides this guarantee declaration, in acknowledgement of the fact that his 
civil liability, resulting from defective products, for possible damages to third parties, included the 
final client, is guaranteed by HELVETIA Swiss Insurance Company, with Policy n. 057/07/191428.

Company EMMETI S.p.a. guarantees, through the present Policy, starting from the date of the test 
of his products and without any validity term, the possible material damages, caused to third 
parties, resulting from defective products, on condition that this Policy will be in force at the 
moment of claim receipt by EMMETI S.p.a. 

The above mentioned Policy relieves Company EMMETI S.p.a. from his civil liability, as 
manufacturer of the heating floor system (named EMMETI Floor System), for defective products, 
for any accidents/losses within:

4.000.000,00 Euro  for damages to people;
4.000.000,00 Euro for damages to works/goods;
400.000,00 Euro for damages for going out of business;
400.000,00 Euro for expenses due to withdrawal/replace of defective product.

The insurance lapses if are used other products different from the ones supplied by EMMETI, if are 
not followed the instructions of installing and laying; if are not complied the agreements taken with 
EMMETI.

Commitments of the Client in case of accident/loss:
In case of accident/loss, the Client has to inform EMMETI, in writing, within 3 days from the date 
he has discovered the fact (art. 1913 Cod. Civ).
The breach of this oblige could imply the total or partial loss of the recompense right (art. 1915 
Cod. Civ).

Atomic risks and pollution damages:
Out of the insurance coverage are the damages that, in relation to the insured risks, have happened 
in connection to transformations or atom energetic subsidence, natural or artificially caused 
(nuclear fission and fusion, radioactive isotope, accelerating machines etc…). 
Out of the insurance coverage are also the damages of any nature and due to any causes, 
consequent from atmosphere pollution, pollution, seepages, contamination of water, ground or 
cultivations, interruption, impoverishment or deviation of headwater or waterways, alterations or 
impoverishment of water-bearing layers, mineral deposits and in general of whatever  present in 
the subsoil subject to exploitation.

Customer

Street                                                  Post Code               Town                                         Province

Tel.

Installer 

Street                                                  Post Code               Town                                         Province

Tel.

Emmeti S.p.a. supply:

Invoice n.              date 

Date of installation

Date of test           Installer signature and stamp

P.S.:  on condition that this will happen within 12 months from the date of purchase  
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